WARNING - PLEASE READ:

FALL & SUFFOCATION HAZARD WARNING:

Carefully read and follow all instructions before assembling and using your carrier. Keep instructions for future
use. Check for any ripped seams or fabric prior to each
use. Always wear your child facing towards your body in
either the front or back carry position with legs in the
proper seated position. Make sure fabric is not twisted
or tangled when using the carrier. Always support child
when adjusting carrier and hold child closely and
securely at all times until correctly placed. Never wear
carrier while driving or as a passenger in a motor
vehicle. Carrier is not suitable for use in sports activities.
Premature infants, infants with respiratory problems
and infants under 4 months are at greatest risk of suffocation. Make sure that your child has enough room to
provide a clear airway. When nursing in carrier, loosen
rings to position child and adjust rings to provide support where needed. When done nursing, reposition child
into appropriate upright position. All fabric is 100% cotton and handwoven. Due to the nature of creating a
handmade product, each piece is similar to others but
unique in its own way.

Fall Hazard: Infants can fall through a wide opening or out of carrier


Before each use, make sure all rings are secure



Take special care when leaning or walking



Never bend at waist; bend at knees



Carrier may be used with an infant to toddler up to 40 pounds

Suffocation Hazard: Infants under 4 months can suffocate in this
product if face is pressed tightly against your body.


Do not strap infant too tightly against your body



Allow room for head movement



Keep infant’s face free from obstructions at all times
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Hold the sling with tags up and always inspect it
for any imperfections prior to each use.

With the rings in one hand, fold the other side so
you can find the edges once it is threaded

Make sure your sling is not twisted on your back.

Pull folded end of fabric through the set of rings

Place over our preferred shoulder

Fabric will then go over the top ring, and slide
through the lower ring.

Then pull the fabric through. Fabric will be secured.

Prior to tightening, adjust the sling to place rings up
higher towards your shoulder as they will move
upon tightening.

For a hip carry: Hold your child & lift to insert into the
sling, feet first & place on hip. Support child at all times.
Tuck fabric under their seat & pull fabric up towards their
belly. Child’s legs should be open and seated to form a
“M”.

Then tighten the sling by pulling the fabric downward.

Look for the top and bottom of fabric to adjust the
tension

Make sure top of fabric is behind the neck of the
child & tighten to a comfortable tension. Then you
are set! Enjoy the cuddles and kisses!

Newborns: Baby should be place toward
the center of your chest until they have
enough neck & back support for a hip, kangaroo or back carry.

To remove: Simply lift the top ring and pull while
supporting the child and remove child.

3 months to toddler: Hip and back carries
are commonly used. Practice makes perfect
and do not hesitate to have a spotter until
you feel comfortable wearing your child.

Additional Tips:


Ask your elders & family about
traditional babywearing
techniques & practices.



YouTube when needed! There
are tons of videos for you to
access. Practice!!!



Find a local Babywearing group
or start your own circle of
mommas!

